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How good is your English
Write the verbs in brackets in the correct form

1. Galindo ____ more guns in two months than all my other buyers in the last two 
years, combined. (to buy)

2. Motorola publicly announced Project Ara on October 29, 2013 and said they ____ 
collaboratively with Phonebloks. (to work)

3. It was always our intention to dial out in case this ____. (not to work)

4. Unless we take radical measures, the Swastika ____ over Downing Street next 
Christmas. (to fly)

5. Please promise me that you have not gratified yourself while you ____ this. (to watch)

6. Everyone has someone he ____ with. (not to speak)

7. I really wish I ____ that breakfast burrito. (to finish)

8. We're fortunate Leena ____ where he'd hidden it. (to see)

9. All this bad weather ____ the evidence away. (to wash)

10. You and King Henry ____ for days. (to talk)

11. I ____ a way to get you back your money. (to find)

12. Thank goodness that we have cleaned the whole ship, if not we ____ alive. (to eat)

13. He knew what he ____ up for. (to sign)

14. The Government ____ with UNIDO to raise funds. (to work)

15. One ____ battery acid, the other was eating fireworks. (to drink)

16. Naomi's a method actor, meaning she ____ the characters. (not to play)

17. Right, most people your age ____ their bosses cars, myself included. (to clean)

18. Here was the opportunity to escape from the Army for which he ____. (to search)

19. You will also be asked to attend a performance to see the show and, most 
importantly, to see the role you ____. (to play)
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Answers to the how good is your english

1. will have bought

2. will be working

3. didn't work

4. will be flying

5. were watching

6. doesn't speak

7. would have finished

8. had seen

9. has washed

10. have been talking

11. will find

12. would be eaten

13. was signing

14. would be working

15. was drinking

16. doesn't play

17. are cleaning

18. had been searching

19. will be playing
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